16/02/15

Dear Prep Parents/Guardians

Our new playground has presented our students with many exciting and beneficial opportunities. The new space is designed to help our students develop cognitively, linguistically, socially and emotionally, physically and creatively. The response from teaching staff and parents has been overwhelmingly positive. Dr Seuss say ‘Adults are obsolete children’, so most importantly, our students love the space!

Early childhood staff have been carefully reviewing the first few weeks of the playground’s use. This includes investigating additional resources to maximise the learning opportunities of the space.

One area that has been highlighted by teaching staff and parents is making an adjustment with clothing arrangements to allows students to participate fully in the activities offered in the playground, without causing undue damage to uniform.

The school will provide some smocks and will encourage students to wear these when undertaking the messiest (and the most fun) activities. Parents are also welcome to provide an old shirt or similar piece of clothing if they have any concerns.

Kind regards

(Mr) Brendan Gill (Mrs) Elaine Doran
Director – Kingston Campus Principal
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